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Liberty Parts Team’s
Revenue Grows
More than 100%
in 2006

Liberty Parts Team Reports 100%+ Growth
Liberty Parts Team Inc. increased its sales revenue by
more than 100 percent in 2006, says LPT Financial Analyst
Amy Curtin. Its 2005 sales total was $7 million and its 2006
sales, $14.2 million.
“This is phenomenal for our second year of business,”
Curtin says. Automation, and the hiring of “good people”
by CEO David Reinke have been the chief reasons for the
company’s success, she says. “David picks the best technicians and most knowledgeable staff in the industry. In a
market where many companies offer the same products, our
quality and our customer service are our trademarks.”
Importantly, Curtin says, LPT has maintained a very low
warranty rate — only half a percentage point. “At 0.5 percent, our warranty return rate for all products is far below
industry standard. Customers try our products once and
find it difficult to buy anywhere else. That is why we have
become the industry leader.”

Projections
Reinke projects $28 million for 2007 sales, a figure he
considers ambitious. Aiming
high is important, he says.“We
beat my projections for 2005
and 2006 and I’d thought
those were ambitious. We are
now on pace to beat my old
company’s eighth year sales
in only three. Factoring in
the addition of new product
lines, more warehouse space,
we should do $28 million this
year, and save the service industry at least $8 million.”

LIBERTY
ADVANTAGES
Amy Curtin

Building, Technological Renovation in Progress
Liberty Parts Team has begun occupation of the site at
3517 W. Beltline Hwy., Madison, Wis., amidst renovations
of the 57,000 sq. ft. structure.
“We’re creating an environment for even better customer service,” says General Manager Janine Masten. “Every
aspect of the order process is being studied and improved
upon.”
Several technological improvements are being incorporated. Super high-speed internet cabling and Voice Over IP
will make telephone orders more efficient. “The integration
of phone and network is extremely efficient,” says IT Manager Carl Voekel. “Voice Over IP is cost-effective and also
gives our account executives faster access to client information.”

To prepare the way for
a new, super high-speed
network, hundreds of
pounds of abandonedcabling was removed in
February.
So far, only a handful of employees have occupied the
new site. But, following the conclusion of remodeling this
month, April will see the rapid completion of the move
from 810 Stewart St., Masten says.

• 4, 4 Plus, 5: transfer roller, input assembly, output assembly.
• 4000: registration assembly, multi-purpose tray.
• 5Si, 8000: paper input unit, transfer roller, diverter assembly, and delivery assembly.
• 8100, 8150: as 5Si, but with refurbished low voltage
power supply.
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• Not encumbered
by heavy leases.
The CEO owns the
LPT facilities
outright.
• Not governed by
a number-crunching
corporation but by the
man who pioneered
laser printer parts
reselling.

• Our superior pricing
typically boosts clients’
profit 33 percent.

The best used laser printers, including hard-to-find units,
are available at Liberty Parts Team. These HP and Lexmark
printers are listed at lbrty.com and can be purchased fully
“Refurbished,” or “Tested–As-is–Working.”

“Refurbished” means the printer is brought to a nearly
new condition. We carefully test the printer, thoroughly clean
it, and install one of LPT’s industry-leading refurbished fusing assemblies. Before retesting, we install additional parts
depending on the model.

• Non-restrictive OEM
relationships give us
greater flexibility.

• Not forced by
accountants to trim
payroll by firing mostexperienced, aged
employees.

Refurb. Printers:
LPT’s Advantage

LPT ensures that its “Tested–As-is–Working” printers
print test pages that are free of ghosting and marks. “Some
clients buy them to serve as test beds,” says LPT Account
Executive Bruce Davis. “They use them to test parts, or toner,
if they recharge. Some buy them use as a backup machine for
customers they have under service contract.”

Its independence gives
Liberty Parts Team
several advantages
over the competition.

Liberty has advantages
for you!
• 5L, 6L, 3100, 3200, 1100: feed kit.
• 5000/5100: Tray 1 sub pads, if needed.
• 4250/4350 gear on swing plate assembly, if needed.
Thirteen-year printer veteran Duane Winkleman refurbishes printers with Eddie Karlslyst, who has 10 years of
experience. Duane was hired by David Reinke in 1993 and
has rebuilt fusers, tested power modules, and headed a quality control department. He is thoroughly versed in printer
diagnosis and technical support. Su
“Who else in the industry has such experienced technicans refurbishing their printers, answering their tech support
calls, rebuilding their fusers? No one.”

Liberty Parts Team Questions Answered
Liberty Parts Team is the Midwest’s largest independently-owned printer parts company. We provide new and best-quality
refurbished HP, Lexmark and Canon laser printer parts, fuser repair, and refurbished printers to service companies and selfmaintainers around the world. Clients appreciate our technical bulletins and our knowledgeable technical support staff.

History. David Reinke started LPT in Jan. 2005, immediately attracting many former employees. With their help, LPT
experienced more than 100 percent growth in its second year.

Experience. We have the largest assemblage of experienced laser printer professionals.

Our technicians have an average
of nearly six years experience, our sales staff 10 years and our tech support providers 15 years experience. Many of these men
and women were with CEO David Reinke when he was leading pn.

Technical Support. We offer free telephone technical support to clients, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Central Standard Time.
Dennis Kosterman and Craig Kaltenberg have each been working with printers for 15 years and are extremely conscientious.
Call toll free at 888-444-8778, and ask for Dennis, ext. 631, or Craig, ext. 602. For inkjet questions, ask for Eddie Karslyst.
Colleen Longseth x623
Customer Service
Supervisor. In industry
since 2003.

Pricing. Our pricing is not set by accountants, banks, or computers, but by us. Our OEM relationships are flexible, our
overhead, light, and our corporate payroll, small. We are freer than our competition to help the client save money and achieve
success.
Fuser Repair Process. LPT currently offers two fuser programs. With the traditional Advance Exchange Program,

your account executive will assign you an RMA number that must be attached to the outside of the package of the returned
product. We require return of product within 30 days. There is a 15-day grace period. The other option is the RMA-Free
Fuser Buyback Program, in which the fuser price is outright. A fixed core value which you pay up front is the buyback price
from us. EX fuser repair = $100 + $30 core = $130. Sell core back at $30 and work only with purchase orders and invoices.
RMA is eliminated in the process, reducing your workload.

Bill Fitzgibbon
Expeditor.
In laser printer
industry since 1995.

Ordering. After you place your order via phone, email, or instant message, you will immediately receive an emailed invoice,
including tracking information.
Back Orders. We notify clients immediately of back order situations and upon our receipt of the product, we ask the
client whether the product is still required.
Shipping. We offer same-day shipping, with all orders received by 6 p.m., shipping the same day via the carrier of your

choice: DHL, UPS, FedEx, Roadway, Watkins, MFS, LME or U.S.P.S. Other companies offer free shipping but adjust prices
accordingly. We offer our best pricing and share our shipping discounts. We obtain substantial discounts from our carriers, up
to 70 percent. We notify clients immediately of back order situations and upon our receipt of the product, we ask the client
whether the product is still required.

Larry Raab
Shipping Control Mgr.
In laser printer
industry since 1998.

Terms. LPT offers 30 day terms and a 2% discount if payment is received within 10 days.
Warranty. LPT offers a 90-day warranty on new parts and a six-month warranty on refurbished parts.
Location. LPT has three facilities in Madison, Wis.: a 57,000 sq. ft. building at 3517 W. Beltline Hwy., a 17,000 sq. ft.
facility at 810 Stewart St, and a 3,000 sq. ft. facility at 3009 Perry St., 53713.

Sothy Kum
Production Mgr.
In laser printer
industry since 2000.

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778
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HP LaserJet Error Codes
Most HP LaserJet printers display numerical error codes
on the control panel to let you know something is wrong.
Only occasionally are the codes are accompanied by enough
text to make them self-explanatory. Fortunately, most of the

10.xx.yy

Supply memory error: either a toner cartridge is defective (bad “memory tag”), or the circuit
that reads the memory tag is defective. In color printers, the “yy” portion of the code tells
which cartridge has the problem (00 = black; 01 = cyan; 02 = magenta; 03 = yellow). This
code only exists on certain models – older printers had no memory tags, and even some
of the models with memory tags have no associated error code. Some models also use this
code for other cartridge-related problems.

11

Paper out (on early models only; newer models will simply say “Load Tray 1” or “Tray 2
Empty” or something similar, with no numerical error code). If tray has paper, check paper
sensor and lift mechanism.

12

Door open (on early models only; newer models will inform you that the door is open, but
with no numerical error code). Check fin on door that activates switch or sensor. A few
models (e.g., the IIP/IIP+/IIIP) also use this code for other conditions (no toner cartridge,
bad fan, etc.).

13(.xx.yy)

Paper jam. The “xx” and “yy” portions of the code may tell you something about the type and
location of the jam, but do not rely too heavily on this. More than any other type of error,
paper jams require troubleshooting. If the error occurs on power-up (before attempting
to print), it is always sensor-related — check for paper in the path, and check all paper
sensors and their actuator flags. If the error only occurs during or after a print attempt, it
may still be a sensor problem, or it may be mechanical (worn rollers or gears, bad clutches
or solenoids, obstructions in the path, etc.). It may be helpful to observe where the paper
stops/jams, and whether or not it is crumpled or wrinkled. Failure to pick up paper will
also register as a paper jam.

14(.x)

No toner cartridge (on early models only). Check all electrical connections to the cartridge.
On some models, there may be one or more tabs on the cartridge that activate switches in
the printer. Make sure that these tabs are intact. In the worst case, this could be a bad high
voltage power supply or dc controller. On a few newer models (e.g., 2300, 9000), the 14.x
error can indicate a feed roller problem in tray x.

15

Not an error code – this code just informs you that the printer is performing an engine
test. If it displays this continuously and does not return to “Ready”, the engine test button
(usually on the dc controller or engine controller board) may be stuck.

16

Toner low (on early models only). Check all electrical connections to the cartridge. In the
worst case, this could be a bad high voltage power supply or dc controller. Of course, it
could also be that the toner really is low!

18

MIO not ready (only on older printers with MIO cards). Could be a bad network card, but
usually just means that the printer has a network card installed, but is not connected to a
network. Verify network connections, or remove card if not using it.

20

Insufficient memory/memory overflow. Simplify the print job or add memory. If this error
occurs on an internal test page or a simple print job (such as a page of text), it may indicate
a defective formatter board.

21
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interpretations remain constant over the different printer
models, so a general chart showing error codes, explanations, and solutions can be very useful. Here we provide such
a chart. It is not exhaustive, for a variety of reasons, but it
should cover the vast majority of error codes that occur in
real life. Differences between older and newer printer models
are noted. 			
LPT

Page too complex/print overrun. Very similar to the “20” error. Simplify the print job or add
memory. If the error occurs on an internal test page or a simple print job (such as a page of
text), it may indicate a defective formatter board.

LPT FACT

We are experiencing growth beyond
everyone’s expectations — more than
100 percent in 2006.
An important reason why LPT keeps
growing is that our
clients themselves are
growing. By sticking
with LPT, they save
thousands of dollars
on printer parts every
year.

Brenda Barbian
Purchasing Agent.
In laser printer
industry since 1998.

Kim Schaefer x632.
Purchasing. In industry
since 2005.

Dennis Kosterman x631.
Technical Support Mgr.
In laser printer industry
since 1991.

22

I/O error. This can be a problem with any of the ports – serial, parallel, MIO, EIO, or USB. There will
usually be verbal information after the error code, telling you which type of port has the problem. Check
settings and configurations in the menus, making sure that these match the corresponding settings on
the computer/network. Also check I/O connections. If there is bad hardware, it is most likely to be the
formatter board.

23

I/O not ready. Rarely seen, but similar to the “18” error. An MIO or EIO card is unable to accept data,
either because it is bad, or more likely, because it is not connected to the network.

24

Job memory full. Similar to the “20” and “21” errors. Simplify the print job or add memory. If the error
occurs on an internal test page or a simple print job (such as a page of text), it may indicate a defective
formatter board.

25

XXX memory full. Similar to the “20” and “21” errors. Simplify the print job or add memory. If the error
occurs on an internal test page or a simple print job (such as a page of text), it may indicate a defective
formatter board.

30 PS

PostScript error, usually followed by additional information. Consult PostScript documentation for more
details.

30.1.1

Disk failure (on the 5Si printer only). Press “Select” to continue. If error persists, replace optional hard
disk.

30.x.yy

Flatbed scanner error (on MFP printers only). Consult MFP documentation for more details.

40

I/O error. Similar to the “22” error (see information under that error code), but more likely to be a bad
connection than bad hardware.

41(.x)

41.1, 41.2, and 41.4 errors (often accompanied by a blank or partially blank page, or random lines on
page) usually indicate temporary loss of beam detect (defective laser/scanner or dc controller or bad
connections between these – in older models, especially check fiber optic cable), can also be caused by
electrical arcing that confuses beam detect circuit (check high voltage and ground connections in toner/
transfer area). 41.3 error indicates incorrect paper size (defective size-sensing board or multi-feed caused
by worn separation pad or rollers). 41.5 error (often accompanied by a blank page) is a media feed error
– paper reached input sensor(s) at the wrong time (worn rollers or intermittent sensor). In older models
(“roman numeral” model numbers), there is no “.x” – all of these errors will appear as a simple “41” error,
and troubleshooting is required.

49.xxxx

Firmware error (at firmware address “xxxx”). Can be caused by a bad formatter board or anything plugged
into this board (firmware DIMM, memory DIMMs, JetDirect card(s), etc.), or by bad data from the
computer/network (in this case, a cold reset will clear the error). Can occasionally be caused by other bad
hardware (e.g., fuser or ITB belt in the Color LaserJet 4500/4550). Similar to 79.xxxx error.

50(.x)

Fuser error. Check fuser with ohmmeter (a bad heating element will measure open) – if that looks OK,
the low voltage power supply is probably bad. Can also be caused by AC line voltage problems.

51(.xy)

Beam detect error (defective laser/scanner or dc controller or bad connections between these – in older
models especially check fiber optic cable). In color printers with multiple laser/scanners, “y” indicates
which one has the problem (C = cyan, M = magenta, Y = yellow, K = black).

52(.xy)

Scanner motor error (defective laser/scanner or dc controller or bad connections between these). In color
printers with multiple laser/scanners, “y” indicates which one has the problem (C = cyan, M = magenta,
Y = yellow, K = black). In the 4000/4050/4100 printers, a 52 error with a dim display (no backlighting)
can be caused by a defective formatter board.

53(.xy.zz)

In a few older models (2686A/D, IIISi, 4Si), this can be a laser/scanner error, but in most cases, it
indicates a problem with the accessory memory (SIMMs or DIMMs in most printers). When present,
“x” indicates memory type (0 = ROM, 1 = RAM); “y” indicates memory location (i.e., slot number; 0 =
internal); and “zz” indicates the type of error (consult the individual service manuals for more details).
Usually, replacing the indicated SIMM or DIMM will clear the error.

Craig Kaltenberg x602.
Quality Control Mgr.
In laser printer parts
industry since 1991.

Eddie Karlslyst.
Repair/Refurb.
In the industry
since 1995.

Duane Winkleman.
Repair/Refurb.
In our industry
since 1997.

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778
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54(.x)

On early monochrome printers, this could indicate duplex problems, a stalled main motor,
sealing tape still on toner cartridge, or line voltage problems. But it is primarily a catch-all
error code for errors that are unique to color printers. There are too many variations to list
them all here, but the most common is 54.2, which is a carousel rotation error on color
printers with a toner carousel. If there is nothing obstructing carousel rotation, the most
likely cause is a bad carousel drive assembly.

55(.x)

The 55 error indicates that the formatter and dc controller boards are not communicating,
i.e., one or both boards are bad. Can also be caused by the low voltage power supply
(supplying incorrect voltage to the two boards).
In the WX engine (5Si/8000/8100/8150), 55.3 or 55.A, usually indicates a fuser/
duplexer problem. Short-term fix: remove the duplexer; long-term fix: replace the fuser.

56(.x)

Accessory error, usually involving attempted illegal use of an input or output device (e.g.,
trying to feed envelopes while in duplex mode).

57(.x)

Accessory memory error on very early models. Motor or fan error on intermediate models
(“x” indicates fan number; 0 = main motor). On later models, 57.x is reserved for fan errors
and motor errors have their own code (see 59.xy).

58(.x)

Miscellaneous errors, depending on printer models. Most commonly a cartridge memory
error (58.3 on 4100, 58.x on color models), similar to 10.xx.yy, except this one is more
likely to be the memory PCA in the printer (rather than the memory tag in the cartridge).

59(.xy)

In the IIISi and 4Si only, the 59 error meant that PostScript was installed without enough
additional memory, and the solution was to add memory. On all other printers, this is a
motor error. The “x” indicates the type of error, and in printers with more than one motor,
which motor. In color printers with separate motors for each color cartridge, “y” indicates
which color. This is usually either something binding the motor (e.g., a fuser or toner
cartridge that won’t turn) or a bad motor.

60(.x)

In older printers, this could be a memory or formatter error. On newer models, it indicates
a problem with the paper-lifting mechanism in tray number x.

61(.x)

In older printers, this could be a memory or formatter error. It is not used in newer models.

62(.x)

Memory, formatter, or firmware error. When “x” is present, it indicates the slot number of
the problem SIMM or DIMM.

63(.x)

Memory or formatter error, mostly used in older printers.

64(.x)

Scan buffer error. On most printers, this involves the formatter and/or firmware. On the
4000/4050/4100, it can be a laser/scanner or engine controller board, or bad connections
between these.

65

Memory error: defective SIMM/DIMM or formatter.

66.xy.zz

External paper-handling device error: x = device number in chain; y = device type (1 =
input, 2 = output, 3 = stapler/stacker); zz = error type (see individual service manuals for
details).

67(.x)

“Miscellaneous interface hardware error.” On most printers, this translates to a bad
formatter board. The exception is the 4V, where this error usually indicates a bad paper
guide plate assembly (a fancy name for the Tray 1 pickup assembly).

68(.x)

Permanent storage error. In most cases, this involves NVRAM (where menu settings, page
counts, etc. are stored). Try a cold reset (see individual service manuals for details); if the
error persists or returns, replace the formatter board. This error can also refer to the hard
disk drive if the printer has one. The disk may be defective or just full.

Richard Jordan, x609.
Director of Purchasing,
Account Executive. In industry since 1997.
Richard’s experience dealing with the world’s largest
resellers and service
companies combined with
his personal background,
give him a rare understanding of both the domestic
and international laser part
industry.

LPT FACT

Every part of our operation has seasoned
veterans. Our account
executives have been
involved in printer
parts on average for
more than ten years.

Rich Russell, x601.
Account Executive
Has sold printer parts
since 1996.

69(.x)

In very early printer models, this was an “optional I/O” error. Newer models with MIO or EIO cards use
different codes for this condition. In most printers, 69.x indicates a duplex error – reseat or replace the
duplexer.

70, 71

Incompatible font cartridge or PostScript cartridge. These errors are only seen on early models.

72

A font cartridge was removed while the printer was attempting to read it. If power cycling does not clear
the error, either the cartridge or the formatter board is defective.

79(.xxxx)

Firmware error (at firmware address “xxxx”). Similar to 49.xxxx; see that code for full explanation.

80(.xxxx)

MIO/EIO error. Can be a bad JetDirect card, a bad formatter board, or a bad connection between the two.

8x.yyyy

The EIO accessory in slot x (x = 1, 2, or 3) has encountered a critical error as specified by yyyy. Usually
caused by a bad EIO card.

86.xxxx

EIO slot 1 error, probably a bad EIO card.

87.xxxx

EIO slot 2 error, probably a bad EIO card.

89

PostScript ROM failure. The PostScript ROM or SIMM is bad or not plugged in correctly. Only seen on
older printers – newer models have PostScript built into the formatter board.

99

Remote firmware update (RFU) failed. Resend the update. Usually only seen in the event log.

Fan Errors, Introduction
Bruce Davis, x613
Account Executive
Selling printer parts
since 1997.

Kas Schafer, x607
Account Executive.
Selling printer parts
since 1997.

LPT is aware of three instances where HP manuals provide incorrect fan assignments for trouble-shooting the 57 error. We correct each
instance in the following three articles.

Fan Errors in the
5Si/8000, 8100/50
Most (if not all) laser printers have at least one cooling fan, to
prevent internal parts from overheating. Because overheating can
damage the printer, it is important to alert the user if a fan should
fail. So most printers monitor fan rotation and generate an error code
if the fan stops running (or even slows down). In a small printer with
only one fan, this is a simple “57 SERVICE” error. In a larger printer

In theory, this is all still very simple, provided you have the service manual to decode things. A given error code points to a specific fan, which has a specific part number, and all the details can be
found in the service manual. However, during the evolution of 5Si
to 8000 to 8100 to 8150, HP decided to change some of the error
codes and some of the part numbers (as well as adding an extra fan to
the 8100/8150), and they ended up confusing not only us but themselves as well – there are errors and inconsistencies in the manuals.
By following the manual, you can end up buying the wrong fan for
the error that you have.
So we did some research to find out which fans are actually in the
printers, and what errors are caused when these fans don’t rotate. Results are in the following table. The table also shows which connector
on the dc controller each fan plugs into. By following this table, you
will be sure to get the correct fan. 			
LPT

Initialization Procedures for HP 5si/8000, 8100/50
Printer Model

Error Code

Fan

Part Number

DC Cntr.
Connector

5Si

57.1

Laser/Scanner

RH7-1266

J 208

57.2

LVPS

RH7-1266

J 216

57.3

Formatter

RH7-1271

J 210

57.4

FD Delivery

RH7-1289

J 225

57.2

Formatter

RH7-1271

J 210

57.3

LVPS

RH7-1266

J 216

57.5

Laser/Scanner

RH7-1266

J 208

57.6

FD Delivery

RH7-1289

J 225

57.2

Formatter

RH7-1271

J 210

57.3

LVPS

RH7-1266

J 216

57.5

Laser/Scanner

RH7-1396

J 208

57.6

FD Delivery

RH7-1289

J 225

57.9

Tray 1

RH7-1397

J 229

8000

Levi Goines x604.
Account Executive.
In sales for 15 years.
8100/8150

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

with multiple fans, the error code is broken down: 57.1, 57.2, etc.,
with the number after the decimal point indicating which fan has
the problem.
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The Mysterious
57.07 error in
the HP LJ 46xx

The 4600 has two fans, and the 4610 and 4650, three.
The manuals’ writers for these upgraded printers overlooked
the error code for the third fan.

A client called recently with a 57.07 error in a LaserJet
4650. The manuals for the 46xx series of HP LaserJets do
not list it.

In the course of our experiments to verify the fan assignments for these printers, we noticed that part numbers and
reference designations were inconsistent, and that there were
subtle differences in the error codes which were not reflected
in the manuals. Armed with the corrected information below, you will be able to confidently diagnose and repair fan
errors in the 4600 series. 			
LPT

57 Error, HP 4600, 4610/50: Corrected Number Assignments
4600

4610/4650

Fan

Location

Part Number

57.30

57.03

Cartridge

Top left

RH7-1491

57.40

57.04

Formatter

Top rear

RH7-1490

N/A

57.07

Power Supply

Bottom

RH7-1607

57 Error in the LaserJet 9000
As the HP LaserJet 9000 has six fans, technicians simply must have
the correct codes to avoid a trouble-shooting fiasco. As the information
in the manual is incorrect, we share below the correct codes, as well
as fan locations and part number changes, and thus help you effect
efficient fan replacements for the 9000.
Basic orientation is useful to help locate the fans. The control panel
and the two cassette trays (Trays 2 and 3) are on the front; the optional
multi-purpose tray would go on the right side; the delivery assembly
(where the printed page comes out) is on the upper edge of the left
side; the low voltage power supply runs along the lower rear edge of
the printer, with the power cord plugging in on the left. All subsequent
references to left, right, front, or rear will follow these conventions.
The table below should help you trouble-shoot the 57 error in the
9000 without any difficulties.
		
LPT

Janine Masten, x614
General Manager.
Our GM is an experienced
leader. Most recently, she
managed a staff of 80 as VP
of Sales & Marketing at Full
Compass Systems Ltd., and
helped that company achieve
a growth of 52 percent ($50
million to $76 million) between
2002 and 2006. She also was
Worldwide Director of Sales
and Service Lucasfilms THX
Division.
“I love being part of such
an optimistic and positive
company.” Masten says. “LPT
is not only about one company
growing fast. It is about helping clients do the same.”

HP 9000 57 Error: Corrected Number Assignments

Code

Fan#

Fan Cools…

Location

Orig. Part #

57.1

5

Cartridge

Right side, upper
rear of printer

RG5-5729

Power Supply

Mounted to right
end of power
supply

RH7-5294

Formatter
(Called
Controller)

Near left end of
power supply &
AC receptacle

RH7-5295

Front Delivery

Part of Delivery
Assy., front of
printer

RH7-5297

RH7-1659

57.3

57.4

57.5

8

1

2

4

New Part #

LPT FACT
RH7-1657

57.6

6

Face Down Tray

Part of Delivery
Assy., middle of
printer

RH7-5302

RH7-1661

57.7

3

Rear Delivery

Part of Delivery
Assy., rear of
printer

RH7-5296

RH7-1658

Though a young
company, LPT knows
printers. The typical
LPT employee has
5-15+ years of
experience working
in the laser printer
parts industry.

Negotiating
The False
Initialization Error
Service manuals for HP laser printers give excellent troubleshooting advice for most error messages, but there are omissions.
This is especially problematic when the situation in question does
not reflect reality. Such is the case with the false “Card Slot Not
Initialized,” an error we will show you how to clear.

Carl Voelkel, x628
IT Manager.

Amy Curtin
Financial Analyst

Cindy Fjelstad x621
AP/AR Supervisor

Robert Reinke
Creative Director.
Began in laser
printer parts
industry in 1989.

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

“Card Slot Not Initialized,” is a reference to a formatter board
plug-in accessory, of which there are two general kinds: (1) simms
and DIMMs — small circuit boards containing firmware, memory,
or fonts, or (2) MIO or EIO cards — larger cards usually used to
add ports (network, serial, etc.) to a printer, but which can also include things like hard disk drives.
The hard drive is the only one of these accessories that normally
requires initialization. However, none of the clients who called LPT
Technical Support with this problem had hard disks in their printers. Instead, we asked them to remove memory DIMMs, EIO cards,
etc., and perform cold resets to try to clear the message. Nothing
seemed to work. Finally, in the spirit of, “Even though it makes no
sense, it can’t hurt to try,” we had them try the hard disk initialization
procedure. With the exception of one case (a LaserJet 5000 printer
– this model does not appear to have a hard disk initialization procedure), this solved the problem! Further confirmation was provided
when the same message popped up on one of our test beds, and we

None of the clients who
called LPT Technical
Support with this problem had hard drives
in their printers.
were able to clear it by executing the procedure.
It is still not clear what causes this message to appear. One possibility is that the printer originally had a hard disk installed, and gets
confused after the disk is removed. Whatever the cause, it is clear
that the initialization procedure will clear a “Card Slot Not Initialized” message when there is no hard drive to be formatted.
However, many of the HP service manuals do not list the procedure for initializing the hard disk. In general, printers with similar
control panels use comparable procedures, thus we were able to deduce many procedures from the ones that are listed in the manuals.
We have no procedure for the old-style printers with single-digit
model numbers, however, those do not utilize EIO hard drives anyway. Most of the printers that have four-digit model numbers, EIO
slots, and a display panel (other than just lights) are listed in the
table below, along with a key to the appropriate procedure.
To summarize: when you see the message “Card Slot Not Initialized” on your printer’s display, perform the hard disk initialization
procedure even if there is no hard disk installed. It is also worth noting that even though the first canon of trouble-shooting is to ‘keep it
simple,’ there are times to try things even though they do not appear
to make sense.
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INITIALIZATION PROCEDURES FOR HP LASERJETS
PRINTER

PROCEDURE

PRINTER

PROCEDURE

PRINTER

PROCEDURE

2300

4

4300

4

9000

4

24xx

6

4345 MFP

3

CLJ 4500

???

4000

???

4350

6

CLJ 4550

1

4050

1

5000

???

CLJ 4600

5

4100

1

5100

1

CLJ 4650

6

4100/01mfp

2

8000

1

CLJ 5500

5

4200

4

8100

1

CLJ 5550

6

4250

6

8150

1

CLJ 9500

5

1 – Press and hold Cancel Job and Select while powering
on. When all three lights are lit and unblinking, release these
buttons and then press and release the left (minus) side of
Menu, then press and release the left (minus) side of Value,
then press and release Select.
2 – Press and hold Start while powering on. Release it
when all three lights are lit and unblinking. Then press and
release the left navigation button. The message “INITIALIZE
DISKS” should appear on the display. Now press and release
Select (✓), and the rest of the process is automatic.
3 – Turn the printer on and watch the display. When the
memory count begins, press and hold the right-hand side
of the Start. When all three lights are lit and unblinking,
release this button. Then press and release 5. The message
“INITIALIZE DISK” should appear on the display. Now
press and release 6.
4 – Press and hold Pause/Resume while powering on.
When all lights are lit and unblinking, release this button, and
then press and release O. The message “INITIALIZE DISK”

should appear on the display. Now press and release Select
(✓).
5 – Turn the printer on and watch the display. When the
memory count begins, press and hold Pause/Resume. When
all lights are lit and unblinking, release this button, and then
press and release O. The message “INITIALIZE DISK”
should appear on the display. Now press and release Select
(✓).
6 – Turn the printer on and watch the display. When the
memory count begins, press and hold Menu. When all lights
are lit and unblinking, release this button, and then press and
release O. The message “INITIALIZE DISK” should appear
on the display. Now press and release Select (✓).
??? – The service manuals for these printers do not contain
a hard disk initialization procedure, and we were unable to
find a procedure that worked. It may be possible to initialize
the hard disk using Web JetAdmin (available by free download
from HP’s web site), but we do not know whether this would
work without a hard disk installed.
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Transfer Assembly
Compatibility in the
4200/50, 4300/50
The various registration and transfer assemblies of the
HP LaserJet 4200/4250/4300/4350 family do not interchange as freely as one might expect. In the wrong printer,
the registration assembly will generate false paper jams and
the transfer assembly will not install at all. Printer technicians need to know the subtle physical differences and part
numbers of the different versions.

1. Original 4200/4300 transfer assembly,
with one paper-width sensor flag (circled).

the transfer assembly, all beginning with RM1-0007: the
4250/4350 version, having four paper sensors and a 15-pin
connector to the dc controller; the original and unavailable
4200/4300 version; and its replacement. These two differ
from the 4250/4350 version in having a 12-wire cable harness, a 12-wire pin connector, and only three sensors. However, the replacement has four flags (one is a dummy) like the
4250/4350 in order to use the same transfer assembly frame.
Note also that the replacement has two part numbers.
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This printer family, like others, detects paper presence
and width by means of U-shaped sensors. One branch of
the ‘U’ emits light and the other detects it. A plastic flag, or
actuator, nests within the ‘U’ when paper presses it, blocking
the light and triggering a signal. In this case, about half the
sensors are in the transfer assembly, which is the mounting
block for the registration assembly. There are three versions of

2. Bottom view of Fig. 1, with
one paper-width sensor boards.

3. New style transfer assembly
with two paper-width flags.

4. Bottom view of Fig. 3, with
two paper-width sensors boards.

HP LaserJet 4200/50, 4300/50 Transfer Assembly I.D.
HP PN

LPT PN

#Sensors/
pins

Notes

RM1-0007-000CN

RM1-0007-R

3/12

4200/4300 only. Unavail.original version. Figs.1,2.

RM1-0007-100CN

RM1-0007-N

3/12

Hybrid with extra sensor-less flag. Figs. 2,3.

RM1-0007-180CN

Same as -100CN

RM1-0007-190CN

RM1-0007-190-R

4 /15

4250/4350 only. Figs. 3,4.

The original 4200/4300 transfer assembly resembles Figures 1 and 2, while the replacement
4200/4300 “hybrid” transfer assembly corresponds to Figures 2 and 3.
The 4250/4350 resembles Figures 3 and 4.

Registration Compatibility
The original registration assembly has a clearance notch
for the PS106 flag, on the left side, but no such notch on
the right (see figure above). This presents a problem only if
it is used with the 4250/4350 transfer assembly, which has
the additional actuator flag on the right. With no clearance
notch, that flag cannot move freely, and you will get false paper jams.
A 4200 or 4300 printer with the “hybrid” transfer assembly will not have a problem with the old-style registration

assembly, as the extra actuator flag is a “dummy” and has no
sensor.
The registration assembly for the 4250/4350 has clearance notches on both sides. HP changed the part number
of this part, resulting in three numbers. To avoid confusion,
LPT offers two distinct part numbers (1) RM1-0011-R for
all old-style (one-notch) assemblies, and (2) RM1-1098-R
for all new-style (two-notch) assemblies. Note that the newstyle assembly is “backward-compatible” – i.e., it will work on
all printers in this series, since having an “extra” notch causes
no problems. The above table summarizes registration assembly compatibility. 			
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Registration I.d.
HP PN

LPT PN

#Notches

Compatibility

RM1-0011-000CN

RM1-0011-R

1

4200/4300 only

RM1-0011-060CN

RM1-1098-R

2

4200/50, 4300/50

RM1-1098-030CN

RM1-1098-R

2

4200/50, 4300/50

PHOTO: The 4250/4350 (lower) has a right-side notch for a sensor flag.
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David Reinke
LPT President and CEO.
With high-tech company PDS from
1987-1988. In printer parts from
1989-1999 (PN owner and CEO),
2005-present (LPT owner and
CEO). His goal is for service company owners to make $20 more on
every service call. “We make clients
more profitable and help them
grow,” Reinke says. “Pricing is a big
part of that. We routinely come in
$100 less then our major competitors on frequently used parts, and
this allows our customers to realize
a 33% increase in their profit of
parts acquired through us.” Another
important way we have of helping
our clients, Reinke says, is through
the tech and business tips shared in
LPT publications.

LPT FACT

Save $100 per unit!
We consistently beat
the competitions’
prices, sometimes
as much as a $100.
If you haven’t already
done so, please speak
with your LPT account
executive about getting a price quote.

Average years per LPT employee in
laser printer parts industry

Dave Gress, x605.
Account Executive.
Started selling printer
parts in 1991.

Wayne Tougas, x603.
Account Executive.
Working in industry
since 1994.

LPT Department

Average # years

Technical Support

15

Printer Refurbishing

13

Sales

10

Technicians

6

LPT expertise
reduces callbacks.
That is why LPT
sales grew over
100% last year.
Is it time to switch
to LPT? Absolutely.

Note from
CEO David Reinke

The Fight
Against
Warranties
Since LPT was launched in 2005, it has been
blessed with an experienced, conscientious staff. Yet,
even with the most-experienced laser printer professionals anywhere, LPT cannot claim to be warrantyfree. Let me tell you, it makes us sick to get a warranty.
The fact is, warranties will always happen, to OEMs
and to us. Actually, many service companies survive
on OEM warranty work. I want to talk a little about
what LPT does to prevent them.
Obsession with Quality. Every fuser we rebuild
is tested by people dedicated to client satisfaction.
Certain fusers receive special attention. For example,
all WX fusers are run in duplex mode to anticipate
duplex-specific problems. Testing certain fusers longer can help us catch an intermittent 50 error, false or
actual paper jam, or print defects such as poor fusing
and “ghosting.” After thorough testing for print defects
and noise, fusers are examined for roller nicks, film
tears, and other visible defects.
An unrelenting search for the best components.
We use the best components known to us for our
fusers. Nevertheless, we constantly search for better
ones. It is very important to provide the best remanufactured fusers at the best prices. The price benefits
and reduced callbacks save LPT clients over $5 million in aggregate.
Avoiding shipping accidents. With decades of
parts-shipping experience, the LPT staff does what is
needed to get your parts to you safely.
Education. Educating your staff as well as our own
is important, for there a few things which are beyond
LPT’s control. The client must remember to adjust
the envelope/shipping levers, and the fuser temperature for heavy media. To help you, we include reminders about the levers with certain fusers. Tech articles
and tech support also help keep clients informed, efficient and profitable.

Gonzo Casas, x606
Account Executive
Has sold printer parts
since 1995.

George Wirtanen x608.
Account Executive.
In sales for over
20 years.
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888-444-8778

Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
810 Stewart St
Madison, WI 53713
608-268-7600
Fax: 608-268-7614
www.lbrty.com

Best Quality Laser Printer Parts

Teamwork. As should be clear from our name,
teamwork is something I feel strongly about. A service
company can grow beyond the point where uniform
diligence and teamwork is achieveable. LPT has about
60 employees. When something goes awry, everyone
knows about it, and I am on hand to oversee, help,
and talk directly with you if need be. As we continue
growing, I will see to it that pride of workmanship
and teamwork remain at the heart of LPT, and that
our priority remains the same: to provide better products at better prices, and save clients a lot of money in
the process.
					
			
—David Reinke
To be continued
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